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Erected in 1902, the Arkansas Valley National Bank building is a 
two-story, 30 x 90-foot structure, built entirely of native cut 
sandstone (with load-carrying exterior walls). Though completely 
traditional in style (cf. No, 8), it exemplifies fine stone work 
and is in the main an excellent example of turn-of-the-century 
bank construction in small town Oklahoma. Its one dominant featur* 
is a corner wall, on the bias, that accommodates a high arched entrance 
under a be-pillared classic portico. Even today, though serving a 
jewelry store rather than a bank, this double-doored entry maintains 
its solidly respectable dignity.

Exterior of the building retains most of its original character. 
The only relatively minor change: replacement of three large windows 
with canvas awnings by shadow-box units to better accommodate its 
present use as a jewelry store. All interior walls and ceilings are of 
plaster over wood lathe. The downstairs interior has been newly 
remodelled, but the old bank vault (with traditionally decorative door), 
a wall clock, the tile floor, and some marble wainscoting of the 
original bank building remain. The exterior stonework is in need of 
cleaning and re-pointing. Although the upstairs is now unused, the 
windows and roof have been sealed to prevent further deteriorization.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Like a ship, every town needs an anchor. Especially an ambitious 
new town. And at the turn of the century, more often than not, this 
anchor was a commercial one, taking the form of a solid two-story bank 
building, invariably of brick or stone. Architecturally, it was 
usually Victorian overall, but often with a touch or two of the classic, 
as if to underscore its fiscal integrity. Almost without fail the 
building provided office space, above the banking floor, for the town's 
leading physician and other prominent professionals. And the bank's 
officers and/or builders, needless to say, included some of the town's 
most prominent and influential citizens.

The Arkansas Valley National Bank* across the street west from 
the County Courthouse, could serve as prototype for the breed. 
Built in 1902, it had as a principal Gordon W. ("Pawnee Bill") Lillie, 
the noted Wild West showman and conservationist. (His home on the west 
edge of Pawnee, Blue Hawk Peak, with some 278 surviving acres of his 
ranch, are now in the Kational Register of Historic Places.) The 
bank was built of rough-cut native stone, gray-brown in color, with 
numerous chimney pots and turreted and ornamented second-story false 
front - but also with a cross-corner classic entranceway to the bank 
itself. And, upstairs, it housed a doctor, a photographer, and the 
local telephone office.

Today, of course, much of this commerical pattern has changed. 
The bank itself closed around 1918. Over the years the ground floor 
has accommodated a doctor's office, cafe, and other enterprises. 
Since 1946 it has housed a jewelry and curio store. The upstairs 
has long been unused, but for storage. However, the still handsome 
landmark - one of the town's earliest surviving permanent business 
structures - remains essentially unaltered. For these reasons, 
then - its traditional architecture, the significance of at least one 
of its principals (note the "LILLIE" atop the neighboring business 
building), its continuing role in the commercial life of the community, 
AND its actual survival - the Arkansas Valley National Bank* is 
herewith nominated for National Register status.

^Organizers planned to call their institution the
Pawnee County Bank, hence the name on the building's 
east wall. It was chartered, however, as the Arkansas 
Valley National Bank and always went by that name.
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